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OCCULTISM: WHAT  IS  IT?

NOT only in the Theosophical Society, but out of it, are
tyros in occultism. They are dabblers in a fine art, a mighty
science, an almost impenetrable mystery. The motives

that bring them to the study are as various as the number of individuals
engaged in it, and as hidden from even themselves as is the centre of
the earth from the eye of science. Yet the motive is more important
than any other factor.

These dilettanti in this science have always been abroad. No age
or country has been without them, and they have left after them many
books—of no particular value. Those of today are making them now,
for the irresistible impulse of vanity drives them to collate the more or
less unsound hypotheses of their predecessors, which, seasoned with
a proper dash of mystery, are put forth to the crowd of those who
would fain acquire wisdom at the cost-price of a book. Meanwhile
the world of real occultists smiles silently, and goes on with the
laborious process of sifting out the living germs from the masses of
men. For occultists must be found and fostered and prepared for
coming ages when power will be needed and pretension will go for
nothing.

But the persons now writing about occultism and competent to do
any more than repeat unproved formulae and assertions left over
from mediaeval days, are few in number. It is very easy to construct
a book full of so-called occultism taken from French or German books,
and then to every now and then stop the reader short by telling him
that it is not wise to reveal  any more.     The writings  of Christian in
France give much detail about initiations into occultism, but he honestly
goes no further than to tell what he has gained from Greek and Latin
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fragments. Others, however, have followed him, repeated his words
without credit, and as usual halted at the explanation.

There are, again, others who, while asserting that there is magic
science called occultism, merely advise the student to cultivate purity
and spiritual aspirations, leaving it to be assumed that powers and
knowledge will follow. Between these two, theosophists of the self-
seeking or the unselfish type are completely puzzled. Those who are
selfish may learn by bitter disappointment and sad experience; but
the unselfish and the earnest need encouragement on the one hand
and warning on the other. As an Adept wrote years ago to London
Theosophists: “He who does not feel equal to the work need not
undertake a task too heavy for him.” This is applicable to all, for
every one should be informed of the nature and heaviness of the task.
Speaking of this tremendous thing-Occultism—Krishna in the
Bhagavad-Gita says: “During a considerable period of time this
doctrine has been lost in the world. . . . This mystery is very important.”
We do not think that the doctrine has yet been restored to the world,
albeit that it is in the keeping of living men—the Adepts. And in
warning those who strive after occultism with a selfish motive he
declares: “Confused by many worldly thoughts, surrounded by the
meshes of bewilderment, devoted to the enjoyment of their desires,
they descend to foul Naraka . . . and hence they proceed to the
lowest plane of being.”

In what, then, does the heaviness of the Occultist’s task consist?
In the immensity of its sweep as well as the infinitude of its detail.
Mere sweet and delightful longing after God will not of itself accomplish
it, nor is progress found in aspiring to self-knowledge, even when as
a result of that is found partial illumination. These are excellent; but
we are talking of a problem whose implacable front yields to nothing
but force, and that force must be directed by knowledge.

The field is not emotional, for the play of the emotions destroys
the equilibrium  essential to the art.    Work done calling for reward
avails not unless it has produced knowledge.

A few examples will show that in Occult Science there is a
vastness and also a multiplicity of division not suspected by theosophical

Occultists in embryo.

The element of which fire is a visible effect is full of centres of
force. Each one is ruled by its own law. The aggregate of centres and
the laws governing them which produce certain physical results are
classed by science as laws in physics, and are absolutely ignored by
the book-making Occultist because he has no knowledge of them.
No dreamer or even a philanthropist will ever as such know those
laws. And so on with all the other elements.

The Masters of Occultism state that a law of “transmutation among
forces” prevails forever. It will baffle any one who has not the power
to calculate the value of even the smallest tremble of a vibration, not
only in itself but instantly upon its collision with another, whether that
other be similar to it or different. Modern science admits the existence
of this law as the correlation of forces. It is felt in the moral sphere of
our being as well as in the physical world, and causes remarkable
changes in a man’s character and circumstances quite beyond us at
present and altogether unknown to science and metaphysics.

It is said that each person has a distinct mathematical value
expressed by one number. This is a compound or resultant of
numberless smaller values. When it is known, extraordinary effects
may be produced not only in the mind of the person but also in his
feelings, and this number may be discovered by certain calculations
more recondite than those of our higher mathematics. By its use the
person may be made angry without cause, and even insane or full of
happiness, just as the operator desires.

There is a world of beings known to the Indians as that of the
Devas, whose inhabitants can produce illusions of a character the
description  of which  would  throw  our  wildest  romances into the
shade. They may last five minutes and seem as a thousand years, or
they may extend over ten thousand actual years. Into this world the
purest theosophist, the most spiritual man or woman, may go without
consent, unless the knowledge and power are possessed which prevent
it.

On the threshold of all these laws and states of being linger forces
and beings of an awful and determined character. No one can avoid
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them, as they are on the road that leads to knowledge, and they are
every now and then awakened or perceived by those who, while
completely ignorant on these subjects, still persist in dabbling with
charms and necromantic practices.

It is wiser for theosophists to study the doctrine of brotherhood
and its application, to purify their motives and actions, so that after
patient work for many lives, if necessary, in the great cause of
humanity, they may at last reach that point where all knowledge and
all power will be theirs by right.

EUSEBIO URBAN

Path, May, 1890

CONSIDERATIONS  ON  MAGIC

WE hear a good deal nowadays and are likely to hear
still more of occult science. In this regard we may as
well accept the inevitable. All things have their day,

and all things revolve in cycles; they come and go, and come again,
though never twice the same. Even our very thoughts conform to this
universal law. The life, the teachings, and the fate of Pythagoras are
involved in mystery, but the fate of the schools which he established
and of the followers who succeeded him are matters of history. The
slaughter of the Magi stands over against the abuses and abominations
which are perpetrated in their name, and doubtless by many styling
themselves Magicians.

It is not the object of this brief paper to attempt to define magic,
or elucidate occult Science as such, but rather to suggest a few
considerations which are of vital import at the present time, equally
important to those who utterly deny to magic any more than an
imaginative basis, as to those who convinced of its existence as a
science, are, or are to become investigators. Jn both the publications
and conversations of the day, frequently occur the expressions “black
magic,” and “white magic,” and those who follow these studies are
designated as followers of the “left hand path’’ or the “right hand
path.” It ought to be understood that up to a certain point all students
of magic, or occultism, journey together. By and by is reached a place
where two roads meet, or where the common path divides, and the
awful voice from the silence, heard only in the recesses of the
individual soul utters the stern command: “Choose ye this day whom
ye will serve” Instead of black and white magic, read, black and
white motive.
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The student of occultism is rushing on his destiny, but up to a
certain point that destiny is in his own hands, though he is constantly
shaping his course, freeing his soul from the trammels of sense and
self, or becoming entangled in the web, which, with warp and woof
will presently clothe him as with a garment without a seam.

If early in the race he finds it difficult to shake off his chains, let
him remember that at every step they grow more and more tyrannical,
and often before the goal is reached where the ways divide, the battle
is lost or won, and the decision there is only a matter of form. That
decision once made is irrevocable, or so nearly so that no exception
need be made. Man lives at once in two worlds: the natural and the
spiritual, and as in the natural plane he influences his associates, and
is in turn influenced by them, so let him not imagine that in the spiritual
plane he is alone. This will be a fatal mistake for the dabbler in magic,
or the student in occultism. Throughout this vast universe, the good
will seek the good, and the evil the evil, each will be unconsciously
drawn to its own kind.

But when man faces his destiny in full consciousness of the issues
involved, as he must before the final decision is reached, he will be no
longer unconscious of these influences, but will recognize his
companions: companions, alas! no longer, Masters now, inhuman,
pitiless; and the same law of attraction which has led him along the
tortuous path, unveils its face, and by affinity of evil, the slave stands
in the presence of his master, and the fiends that have all along incited
him to laugh at the miseries of his fellow men, and trample under his
feet every kindly impulse, every tender sympathy, now make the
measureless hells within his own soul resound with their laughter at
him, the poor deluded fool whose selfish pride and ambition have
stifled and at last obliterated his humanity.

Blind indeed is he who cannot see why those who are in possession
of arcane wisdom, hesitate in giving it out to the world, and when in
the cycles of time its day has come, they put forth the only doctrine
which has power to save and bless, UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD, with all
that the term implies.

There may be those who have already in this new era, entered

the left-hand road. But now as of old, “by their works ye shall know
them.” To labor with them is in vain. Selfishness, pride and lust for
power are the signs by which we may know them. They may not at
once cast off disguise, and they will never deceive the true Theosophist.
They can nevertheless deceive to their ruin the ignorant, the curious,
the unwary, and it is for such as these that these lines are penned, and
the worst of it is, that these poor deluded souls, are led to believe that
no such danger exists, and this belief is fortified by the so-called
scientists, who are quoted as authority, and who ridicule everything
but rank materialism. Yet notwithstanding all this, these simple souls
flutter like moths around the flame till they are drawn within the vortex.
It is better a million times, that the proud, the selfish and timeserving
should eat, drink and be merry, and let occultism alone, for these
propensities unless speedily eradicated, will bear fruit and ripen into
quick harvests, and the wages thereof is death, literally the “second
death.”

The purpose of Theosophy is to eradicate these evil tendencies of
man, so that whether on the ordinary planes of daily life, or in the
higher occult realms, the Christ shall be lifted up, and draw all men
unto him.

Man’s inhumanity to man
Makes countless thousands mourn.

The Christs of all the ages have preached this one doctrine: Charity
and Brotherhood of Man. To deny the law of charity is to deny the
Christ. The Theosophical Society is not responsible for unveiling to
the present generation the occult nature of man. Modern Spiritualism
had already done this; nor is the responsibility to be charged to the
Spiritualists, for these unseen forces had revealed themselves in the
fullness of time, and many millions had become convinced, many
against their wills, of the reality of the unseen universe. These things
are here, and neither crimination, or recrimination is of any use. The
responsibility therefore, rests entirely with the individual, as to what
use he makes of his opportunities, as to his purposes and aims, and as
he advances in his course, involved in the circle of necessity, he
influences whether he will or ho, those whose spheres of life touch at
any point his own. As ye sow, so shall ye also reap. By and by the

CONSIDERATIONS ON MAGIC
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cycle will close and both the evil and the good will return like bread
cast upon the waters.    This is a law of all life.

Imagine not that they are weak and vacillating souls who enter
the left-hand road: Lucifer was once a prince of light, admitted to the
councils of the Most High. He fell through pride, and dragged
downward in his fall all who worshipped the demon pride. This is no
foolish fable, but a terrible tragedy, enacted at the gates of paradise,i
n the face of the assembled universe, and reenacted in the heart of
man, the epitome of all. Only infinite pity can measure the downfall of
such an one, only Infinite love disarm by annihilation, and so put an
end to unendurable woe, and that only when the cycle is complete,
the measure of iniquity balanced by its measure of pain. Occultism
and magic are not child’s-play, as many may learn to their sorrow, as
many visitants of dark circles have already and long ago discovered.
Better give dynamite to our children as a plaything, than Magic to the
unprincipled, the thoughtless, the selfish and ignorant. Let all who
have joined the Theosophical Society remember this, and search their
hearts before taking the first step in any magical formulary. The motive
determines all. Occult power brings with it unknown and unmeasured
responsibility.

If in the secret councils of the soul, where no eye can see, and no
thought deceive that divine spark conscience, we are ready to forget
self, to forego pride, and labor for the well-being of man, then may
the upright man face his destiny, follow this guide and fear no evil.
Otherwise it were far better that a millstone were hung about his
neck, and he were cast into the depths of the sea.

PYTHAGORAS

Path, March, 1887

OF  OCCULT  POWERS  AND
THEIR  ACQUIREMENT

THERE are thousands of people in the United States, as
well in the ranks of the Society as outside, who believe
that there are certain extraordinary occult powers to be

encompassed by man. Such powers as thought reading, seeing events
yet to come, unveiling the motives of others, appor-tation of objects,
and the like, are those most sought after, and nearly all desired with a
selfish end in view. The future is inquired into so as to enable one to
speculate in stocks and another to circumvent competitors. These
longings are pandered to here and there by men and societies who
hold out delusive hopes to their dupes that, by the payment of money,
the powers of nature may be invoked.

Even some of our own members have not been guiltless of seeking
after such wonderful fruit of knowledge with those who would barter
the Almighty, if they could, for gold.

Another class of earnest theosophists, however, have taken a
different ground. They have thought that certain Adepts who really
possess power over nature, who can both see and hear through all
space, who can transport solid objects through space and cause written
messages to appear at a distance with beautiful sounds of astral bells,
ought to intervene, and by the exercise of the same power make
these earnest disciples hear sounds ordinarily called occult, and thus
easily transmit information and help without the aid of telegraph or
mailboat. But that these Beings will not do this has been stated over
and over again; for the kingdom of heaven is not given away, it must
be “taken by violence.” It lies there before us to be entered upon and
occupied,  but that can be only after a battle which,  when won,
entitles the   victor  to  remain  in undisturbed possession.
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As many have seemed to forget these rules, I thought it well to
offer them the following words from one of those very Adepts they
seek to meet:

The educing of the faculty of hearing occult sounds would be not at all
the easy matter you imagine. It was never done to any one of us, for the iron
rule is that what powers one gets he must himself acquire, and when acquired
and ready for use, the powers lie dumb and dormant in their potentiality
like the wheels in a music box, and only then is it easy to wind the key and
start them. . . . Yet every earnestly-disposed man may acquire such powers
practically; that is the finality of it. There are no more distinctions of
persons in this than there are as to whom the sun shall shine upon or the air
give vitality to. There are the powers of all nature before you; take what you
can.

This is perfectly clear and strictly according to the Secret Canon.
“When the materials are all prepared and ready, the architect shall
appear”; and when we have acquired the powers we seek, by educing
them ourselves from our inner being, the Master will then be ready
and able to start into exercise that which we have obtained.

But—even here is an important point. This. If the Master can, so
to say, wind the key and thus start the machinery, He can also refuse
to give the necessary impulse. For reasons that have to do with the
motives and life of students, it may be advisable for a while not to
permit the exercise of these powers which “lie dumb and dormant in
their potentiality.” To sanction their use might in one lead to the ruin
of other lives, or in another to personal disaster and retardation of
true progress.

Therefore the Master says that quite often he may not only refuse
to give the start, but yet further may prevent the wheels from moving.

THERE ARE THE POWERS OF ALL  NATURE BEFORE YOU; TAKE WHAT YOU

CAN.

RODRIGUEZ UNDIANO

Path,, February, 1889

GLAMOUR

ITS PURPOSE AND PLACE  IN  MAGIC

THE word “glamour” was long ago defined in old dictionaries
as “witchery or a charm on the eyes, making them see
things differently from what they really are.” This is still

the meaning of the word. Not long ago, before the strange things
possible in hypnotic experiments became known to the Western world,
it seemed as if everything would be reduced to mere matter and motion
by the fiat of science. Witchery was to fade away, be forgotten, be
laughed out of sight, and what could not be ascribed to defective
training of the senses was to have its explanation in the state of the
liver, a most prosaic organ. But before science with its speculation
and ever-altering canons could enlighten the unlearned multitude,
hypnotism crept slowly and surely forward and at last began to buttress
the positions of theosophy. Glamour stands once more a fair chance
for recognition. Indeed, H.P.B. uttered prophetic words when she
said that in America more than anywhere else this art would be
practiced by selfish men for selfish purposes, for money-getting and
gratification of desire.

Hurriedly glancing over some fields of folk-lore, see what a mass
of tales bearing on glamour produced by men, gods, or elementals. In
India the gods every now and then, often the sages, appear before
certain persons in various guises by means of a glamour which causes
the eye to see what is not really there. In Ireland volumes of tales in
which the person sees houses, men, and animals where they are not;
he is suddenly given the power to see under the skin of natural things,
and then perceives the field or the market-place full of fairies, men,
and women gliding in and out among the people. Anon a man or
woman is changed into the appearance of animal or bird, and only
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regains the old semblance when touched with the magic rod. This
change of appearance is not a change in fact, but always a glamour
affecting the eyes of the other person. Such a mass of similar stories
found during all time and among every people cannot be due to folly
nor be without a basis. The basis is a fact and a law in man’s nature.
It is glamour, the reason for glamour, and the power to bring it about.
Just because there have always been those who, either by natural
ability or training, had the power to bring on a “witchery over the
eyes,” these stories have arisen.

A writer well known in England and America once thought he
had found a mare’s nest when he reported that Mme. Blavatsky had
confessed to him that certain phenomena he enquired of had been
caused by glamour.

“Ah, glamour!” he said; “thus falls this theosophic house of cards”;
and he went away satisfied, for in truth he had been himself thoroughly
glamoured. But theosophists should not stumble and fall violently as
this gentleman did over a word which, when enquired into, carries
with it a good deal of science relating to an important branch of
occultism. When I read in an issue of the Arena all about this
confession on glamour, I was quite ready to believe that H.P.B. did
say to the learned enquirer what he reported, but at the same time, of
course, knew that she never intended to apply her enchantment
explanation to every phenomenon. She only intended to include certain
classes,—although in every occult phenomenon there is some glamour
upon some of the observers according to their individual physical
idiosyncrasies.

The classes of phenomena covered by this word are referred to
in part by Patanjali in his Yoga Aphorisms, where he says that if the
luminousness natural to object and eye is interfered with the object
will disappear, whether it be man or thing and whether it be day or
night. This little aphorism covers a good deal of ground, and confutes,
if accepted, some theories of the day.    It declares,  in fact,  that not
only is it necessary for rays of light to proceed from the object to the
eye, but also light must also proceed from the eye towards the object.
Gut off the latter and the object disappears; alter the character of the

luminousness coming from the eye, and the object is altered in shape
or color for the perceiver.

Carrying this on further and connecting it with the well-known
fact that we see no objects whatever, but only their ideal form as
presented to the mind, and we arrive at an explanation in part of how
glamour may be possible. For if in any way you can interfere with the
vibrations proceeding to the eye on the way to affect the brain and
then the percipient within, then you have the possibility of sensibly
altering the ideal form which the mind is to cognize within before it
declares the object to be without which produced the vibration.

Take up now imagination in its aspect of a power to make a clear
and definite image. This is done in hypnotism and in spiritualism. If
the image be definite enough and the perceiver or subject sensitive
enough, a glamour will be produced. The person will see that which is
not the normal shape or form or corporature of the other. But this
new shape is as real as the normal, for the normal form is but that
which is to last during a certain stage of human evolution and will
certainly alter as new senses and organs develop in us.

Thus far having gone, is it not easy to see that if a person can
make the definite and vivid mind-pictures spoken of, and if the minor
organs can affect and be affected, it is quite probable and possible
that trained persons may have glamoured the eyes of others so to
make them see an elephant, snake, man, tree, pot, or any other object
where only is empty space, or as an alteration of a thing or person
actually there? This is exactly what is done in experiments by the
hypnotists, with this difference, that they have to put the subject into
an abnormal state, while the other operators need no such adventitious
aids. Glamour, then, has a very important place in magic. That it was
frequently used by H.P.B. there is not the smallest doubt, just as there
is no doubt that the yogee in India puts the same power into operation.

In many cases she could have used it by making the persons
present think they saw her when she had gone into the n£xt
room, or that another person was also present who was not
in fact. The same power of glamour would permit her to hide
from sight any object in the room or in her hands. This is

GLAMOUR
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one of the  difficult  feats of magic, and not in the slightest degree
dependent on legerdemain. Persons sometimes say this
is folly even if true, but looked at in another  light it is  nofolly, nor
are the cases those in which anyone was entitled to known all that
was going on. She exhibited these feats—seldom as it was—for the
purpose of showing those who were learning from her that the human
subject is a complicated and powerful being, not to be classed, as
science so loves to do, with mere matter and motion. All these
phenomena ac complished two objects. First, to help those who learned
from her, and second, to spread abroad again in the west the belief
in man’s real power and nature. The last was a most necessary
thing to do because in the West materialism was beginning
to have too much sway and threatened to destroy spirituality.
And it was done also in pursuance of the plans of the Great
Lodge for the human race. As one of her Masters said, her
phenomena puzzled sceptics for many years. Even now we
see the effects, for when such men as Stead, the Editor of the
Review of Reviews, and Du Prel, Schiaparelli and others take up the
facts of    Spiritualism scientifically,   one  can perceive that another
day for psychology is dawning.

This power  of glamour  is  used   more   often   than   people
think, and not excluding members of the T.S., by the Adepts. They
are often among us from day to day appearing in a guise we do not
recognize, and are dropping ideas into men’s minds about the spiritual
world and the true life of the soul, as well as also inciting men and
women to good acts.    By this means they pass unrecognized and are
able to accomplish more in this doubting and transition age than they
could in any other way. Sometimes as they pass they are recognized
by those who have the right faculty, but a subtle and powerful bond
and agreement prevents their secret from being divulged. This is
something for members of the Society to think of, for they may be
entertaining now and then angels unawares. They may now and then
be tried by their leaders when they least expect it, and the verdict is
not given out but has its effect all the same.

But glamour covers only a small part of the field of occultism.
The use of the astral body enters into nearly all of the phenomena and

in other directions the subject of occult chemistry, absolutely unknown
to the man of the day, is of the utmost importance; if it is ever given
out it will be a surprise to science, but certainly that divulgation will
not soon be to such a selfish age.

WILLIAM  BREHON

Path, May, 1893

GLAMOUR
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TRUE  PROGRESS

IS IT AIDED BY WATCHING THE ASTRAL LIGHT?

PERHAPS those who have engaged in discussions about
whether it is more advisable to become acquainted with
the Astral Plane and to see therein than to study the

metaphysics and ethics of theosophy, may be aided by the experience
of a fellow student. For several years I studied about and experimented
on the Astral Light to the end that I might, if possible, develop the
power to look therein and see those marvellous pictures of that plane
which tempt the observer. But although in some degree success
followed my efforts so far as seeing these strange things was
concerned, I found no increase of knowledge as to the manner in
which the pictures were made visible, nor as to the sources from
which they rose. A great many facts were in my possession, but the
more I accumulated the farther away from perception seemed the
law governing them. I turned to a teacher,, and he said:

“Beware of the illusions of matter.”

“But,” said I, “is this matter into which I gaze?”

“Yes; and of grosser sort than that which composes your body;
full of illusions, swarming with beings inimical to progress, and crowded
with the thoughts of all the wicked who have lived.”

“How,” replied I, “am I to know aught about it unless I investigate
it?”

“It will be time enough to do that when you shall have been equipped
properly for the exploration. He who ventures into a strange country
unprovided with needful supplies, without a compass and unfamiliar
with the habits of the people,   is in danger.    Examine and see.”

Left thus to myself, I sought those who had dabbled in the Astral
Light, who were accustomed to seeing the pictures therein every day,

and asked them to explain. Not one had any theory, any philosophical
basis. All were confused and at variance each with the other. Nearly
all, too, were in hopeless ignorance as to other and vital questions.
None were self-contained or dispassionate; moved by contrary winds
of desire, each one appeared abnormal; for, while in possession of the
power to see or hear in the Astral Light, they were unregulated in all
other departments of their being. Still more, they seemed to be in a
degree intoxicated with the strangeness of the power, for it placed
them in that respect above other persons, yet in practical affairs left
them without any ability.

Examining more closely, I found that all these “seers” were but
half-seers—and hardly even that. One could hear astral sounds but
could not see astral sights; another saw pictures, but no sound or
smell was there; still others saw symbols only, and each derided the
special power of the other. Turning even to the great Emanuel
Swedenborg, I found a seer of wonderful power, but whose constitution
made him see in the Astral world a series of pictures which were
solely an extension of his own inherited beliefs. And although he had
had a few visions of actual everyday affairs occurring at a distance,
they were so few as only to be remarkable.

One danger warned against by the teacher was then plainly
evident. It was the danger of becoming confused and clouded in mind
by the recurrence of pictures which had no salutary effect so far as
experience went. So again I sought the teacher and asked:

“Has the Astral Light no power to teach, and, if not, why is it
thus? And are there other dangers than what I have discovered?”

“No power whatever has the astral plane, in itself, to teach you. It
contains the impressions made by men in their ignorance and folly.
Unable to arouse the true thoughts, they continue to infect that light
with the virus of their unguided lives. And you, or any other seer,
looking therein will warp aiid distort all that you find there. It will
present to you pictures that partake largely of your own constitutional
habits, weaknesses, and peculiarities. Thus you only see a distorted
or exaggerated copy of yourself. It will never teach you the reason of
things, for it knows them not.

TRUE PROGRESS
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“But stranger dangers than any you have met are there when one
goes further on. The dweller of the threshold is there, made up of all
the evil that man has done. None can escape its approach, and he
who is not prepared is in danger of death, of despair, or of moral ruin.
Devote yourself, therefore, to spiritual aspiration and to true devotion,
which will be a means for you to learn the causes that operate in
nature, how they work, and what each one works upon.”

I then devoted myself as he had directed, and discovered that a
philosophical basis, once acquired, showed clearly how to arrive at
dispassion and made exercise therein easy. It even enables me to
clear up the thousand doubts that assail those others who are peering
into the Astral Light. This too is the old practice enjoined by the ancient
schools from which our knowledge about the Astral Light is derived.
They compelled the disciple to abjure all occult practices until such
time as he had laid a sure foundation of logic, philosophy, and ethics;
and only then was he permitted to go further in that strange country
from which many an unprepared explorer has returned bereft of truth
and sometimes despoiled of reason. Further, I know that the Masters
of the Theosophical Society have written these words: “Let the
Theosophical Society flourish through moral worth and philosophy,
and give up pursuit of phenomena.” Shall we be greater than They,
and ignor-antly set the pace upon the path that leads to ruin?

BRYAN KINNAVAN

Path, July, 1890

SHALL  WE  TEACH  CLAIRVOYANCE?

A NOTE OF WARNING

MY attention has been arrested by the address delivered
in the Adyar course by Dr. Daly and reported in the
September Theosophist. It is entitled “Clairvoyance.”

Coming out in the Adyar course, it has a certain flavor of authority
which will appeal to many members of the Society and may cause
them to adopt the suggestions for practice given in the latter part of
the address. Yet at the same time it is very true that the Theosophical
Society is not responsible for the utterances of members in their private
capacity.

The fact that clairvoyance is a power sought after by many persons
cannot be disputed, but the questions, Is it well to try to develop
clairvoyance? and Shall we teach it? have not yet been definitely
decided. Hence I may be permitted to give my views upon them.

At the outset I desire to declare my personal attitude on these
questions and my beliefs as to facts. In using the term “clairvoyance”
I intend to include in it all clear perception on that plane.

1. I have for many years been convinced by proofs furnished
by others and from personal experience that clairvoyance is a power
belonging to man’s inner nature; and also that it is possessed by the
animal kingdom.

2. This  faculty is either  inherited  or  educed  by  practice.

Those who have it by birth are generally physically diseased or
nervously deranged. The cases where clairvoyance is shown by a
perfectly healthy and well-balanced person are rare.

4. The records of spiritualism for over forty years in America
conclusively prove that clairvoyance cannot be safely sought after by
persons who have no competent guide; that its pursuit has done harm;
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and that almost every medium to whom one puts the question “Am I
able to develop clairvoyance?” will reply “Yes.”

5. There are no competent guides in this pursuit to be found
here or in Europe who are willing to teach one how to acquire it
without danger.

6. The qualifications such a guide should possess render the
finding of one difficult if not impossible. They are: the power to look
within and see clearly the whole inner nature of the student; a complete
knowledge of all the planes upon which clairvoyance acts, including
knowledge of the source, the meaning, and the effect of all that is
perceived by the clairvoyant; and last, but not least, the power to stop
at will the exercise of the power. Evidently these requirements call
for an adept.

Who are the teachers of clairvoyance, and those who advise that
it be practiced? In the main, the first are mediums, and any investigator
knows how little they know. Every one of them differs from every
other in his powers. The majority have only one sort of clairvoyance;
here and there are some who combine, at most, three classes of the
faculty. Not a single one is able to mentally see behind the image or
idea perceived, and cannot say in a given case whether the image
seen is the object itself or the result of a thought from another mind.
For in these planes of perception the thoughts of men become as
objective as material objects are to our human eyes. It is true that a
clairvoyant can tell you that what is being thus perceived is not
apprehended by the physical eye, but beyond that he cannot go. Of
this I have had hundreds of examples. In 99 out of 100 instances the
seer mistook the thought from another mind for a clairvoyant
perception of a living person or physical object.

The seers of whom I speak see  always according to their inner
tendency, which is governed by subtle laws of heredity which are
wholly unknown to scientific men and much more to mediums and
seers. One will only reach the symbolic plane; another that which is
known to occultists as the positive side of sound; another to the negative
or positive aspects of the epidermis and its emanations; and so on
through innumerable layer after layer of clairvoyance and octave after

octave of vibrations. They all know but the little they have experienced,
and for any other person to seek to develop the power is dangerous.
The philosophy of it all, the laws that cause the image to appear and
disappear, are terra incognita.

The occult septenary scheme in nature with all its modifications
produces multiple effects, and no mere clairvoyant is able to see the
truth that underlies the simplest instance of clairvoyant perception. If
a man moves from one chair to another, immediately hundreds of
possibilities arise for the clairvoyant eye, and he alone who is a highly
trained and philosophical seer—an adept, in short—can combine them
all so as to arrive at true clear-perception. In the simple act described
almost all the centres of force in the moving being go into operation,
and each one produces its own peculiar effect in the astral light. At
once the motion made and thoughts aroused elicit their own sound,
color, motion in ether, amount of etheric light, symbolic picture,
disturbance of elemental forces, and so on through the great catalogue.
Did but one wink his eye, the same effects follow in due order. And
the seer can perceive but that which attunes itself to his own
development and personal peculiarities, all limited in force and degree.

What, may I ask, do clairvoyants know of the law of prevention
or encrustation which is acting always with many people? Nothing,
absolutely nothing. How do they explain those cases where, try as
they will, they cannot see anything whatever regarding certain things?
Judging from human nature and the sordidness of many schools of
clairvoyance, are we not safe in affirming that if there were any real
or reliable clairvoyance about us now-a-days among those who offer
to teach it or take pay for it, long ago fortunes would have been made
by them, banks despoiled, lost articles found, and friends more often
reunited? Admitting that there haVe been sporadic instances of success
on these lines, does not the exception prove that true clairvoyance is
not understood or likely to be?

But what shall theosophists do? Stop all attempts at clairvoyance.
And why? Because it leads them slowly but surely— almost beyond
recall—into an interior and exterior passive state where the will is
gradually overpowered and they are at last in the power of the demons

SHALL WE TEACH CLAIRVOYANCE?
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who lurk around the threshold of our consciousness. Above all, follow
no advice to “sit for development.” Madness lies that way. The
feathery touches which come upon the skin while trying these
experiments are said by mediums to be the gentle touches of “the
spirits.” But they are not. They are caused by the ethereal fluids from
within us making their way out through the skin and thus producing
the illusion of a touch. When enough has gone out, then the victim is
getting gradually negative, the future prey for spooks and will-o’-the-
wisp images.

“But what’’ they say, “shall we pursue and study?” Study the
philosophy of life, leave the decorations that line the road of spiritual
development for future lives, and—practice altruism.

WILLIAM  Q. JUDGE

Path,, December, 1890

DELUSIONS  OF  CLAIRVOYANCE

SOME years ago it was proposed that psychometry should
be used in detecting crime and for the exposing of motive
in all transactions between man and man. This, the alleged

discoverer said, would alter the state of society by compelling people
to be honest and by reducing crime. Now for those who do not know,
it may be well to say that when you psychometrize you take any
object that has been in the immediate vicinity of any person or place
of any action, or the writing of another, and by holding it to your
forehead or in the hand a picture of the event, the writer, the
surroundings, and the history of the object, comes before your mental
eye with more or less accuracy. Time and distance are said to make
no difference, for the wrapping from a mummy has been
psychometrized by one who knew nothing about it, and the mummy
with its supposed history accurately described. Letters also have been
similarly treated without reading them, and not only their contents
given but also the unexpressed thoughts and the surroundings of the
writers. Clairvoyants have also on innumerable occasions given correct
descriptions of events and persons they could never have seen or
known.    But other innumerable times they have failed.

Without doubt if the city government, or any body of people owning
property that can be stolen, had in their employment a man or woman
who could declare beyond possibility of ever failing where any stolen
article was, and who stole it, and could in advance indicate a purpose
on the part of another to steal, to trick, to lie, or otherwise do evil, one
of two things would happen. Either criminals or intending offenders
would abide elsewhere, or some means of getting rid of the clear-
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seer would be put into effect. Looking at the alluring possibilities of
clairvoyance so far as it is understood, many persons have sighed for
its power for several different reasons. Some would use it for the
purposes described, but many another has thought of it merely as a
new means for furthering personal ends.

Its delusions are so manifold that, although mystical and psychical
subjects have obtained in the public mind a new standing, clairvoyance
will not be other than a curiosity for some time, and when its phenomena
and laws are well understood no reliance greater than now will be
placed upon it. And even when individual clairvoyants of wonderful
power are known, they will not be accessible for such uses, because,
having reached their power by special training, the laws of their school
will prohibit the exercise of the faculty at the bidding of selfish interest,
whether on the one side or the other.

If it were not always a matter of doubt and difficulty, natural
clear-seers would have long ago demonstrated the unerring range of
their vision by discovering criminals still un-caught, by pointing out
where stolen property could be recovered, by putting a finger on a
moral plague-spot which is known to exist but cannot be located. Yet
this they have not done, and careful Theosophists are confirmed in
the old teaching that the field of clairvoyance is full of delusions.
Coming evil could in the same way be averted, since present error is
the prelude and cause of future painful results.

The prime cause for delusion is that the thought of anything makes
around the thinker an image of the thing thought about. And all images
in this thought-field are alike, since we remember an object by our
thought-image of it, and not by carrying the object in our heads. Hence
the picture in our aura of what we have seen in the hands of another
is of the same sort—for untrained seers—as our ideas on the subject
of events in which we have not participated. So a clairvoyant may,
and in fact does, mistake these thought-pictures one for the   other,
thus   reducing  the chances  of   certainty.   If   an anxious mother
imagines her child in danger and with vivid thought pictures the details
of a railway accident, the picture the seer may see will be of something
that never happened and is only the product of emotion or imagination.

Mistakes in identity come next. These are more easily made in
the astral plane, which is the means for clairvoyance, than even upon
the visible one, and will arise from numerous causes. So numerous
and complex is this that to fully explain it would not only be hopeless
but tedious. For instance, the person, say at a distance, to whom the
clairvoyant eye is directed may look entirely different from reality,
whether as to clothing or physiognomy. He may, in the depths of
winter, appear clad in spring clothing, and your clairvoyant report that,
adding probably that it symbolizes something next spring. But, in fact,
the spring clothing was due to his thoughts about a well-worn
comfortable suit of this sort throwing a glamour of the clothing before
the vision of the seer. Some cases exactly like this I have known and
verified. Or the lover, dwelling on the form and features of his beloved,
or the criminal upon the one he has wronged, will work a protean
change and destroy identification.

Another source of error will be found in the unwitting transfer to
the clairvoyant of your own thoughts, much altered either for better
or worse. Or even the thoughts of some one else whom you have just
met or heard from. For if you consult the seer on some line of thought,
having just read the ideas on the same subject of another who thinks
very strongly and very clearly, and whose character is overmastering,
the clairvoyant will ten to one feel the influence of the other and give
you his ideas.

Reversion of image is the last I will refer to. It has been taught
always in the unpopular school of Theosophy that the astral light
reverses the images, just as science knows the image on the retina is
not upright. Not only have the Cabalists said this, but also the Eastern
schools, and those who now have studied these doctrines along
Theosophical lines have discovered it to be a fact.    So the untrained
clairvoyant may see a number or amount backwards, or an object
upside down in whole or in part. The reliance we can place on the
observations of untrained people in ordinary life the scientific schools
and courts of law have long ago discovered; but seekers after the
marvellous carelessly accept the observations of those who must be
equally untrained in the field of clairvoyance. Of course there are
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many genuine cases of good clear-seeing, but the mass are not to be
relied on. The cultivation of psychic senses is more difficult than any
physical gymnastics, and the number of really trained clairvoyants in
the Western world may be described by a nought written to the left.

M. MORE

Path, July, 1892 ASTRAL  INTOXICATION

THERE is such a thing as being intoxicated in the course of
an unwise pursuit of what we erroneously imagine is
spirituality. In the Christian Bible it is very wisely directed

to “prove all” and to hold only to that which is good; this advice is just
as important to the student of occultism who thinks that he has
separated himself from those “inferior” people engaged either in
following a dogma or in tipping tables for messages from deceased
relatives—or enemies— as it is to spiritists who believe in the
“summerland” and “returning spirits.”

The placid surface of the sea of the spirit is the only mirror in
which can be caught undisturbed the reflections of spiritual things.
When a student starts upon the path and begins to see spots of light
flash out now and then, or balls of golden fire roll past him, it does not
mean that he is beginning to see the real Self—pure spirit. A moment
of deepest peace or wonderful revealings given to the student, is not
the awful moment when one is about to see his spiritual guide, much
less his own soul. Nor are psychical splashes of blue flame, nor visions
of things that afterwards come to pass, nor sights of small sections of
the astral light with its wonderful photographs of past or future, nor
the sudden ringing of distant fairy-like bells, any proof that you are
cultivating spirituality. These things, and still more curious things, will
occur when you have passed a little distance on the way, but they are
only the mere outposts of a new land which is itself wholly material,
and only one remove from the plane of gross physical consciousness.

The liability to be carried off and intoxicated by these phenomena
is to be guarded against. We should watch, note and discriminate in
all these cases; place them down for future reference, to be related
to some law, or for comparison with other circumstances of a like
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sort. The power that Nature has of deluding us is endless, and if we
stop at these matters she will let us go no further. It is not that any
person or power in nature has declared that if we do so and so we
must stop, but when one is carried off by what Boehme calls “God’s
wonders,” the result is an intoxication that produces confusion of the
intellect. Were one, for instance, to regard every picture seen in the
astral light as a spiritual experience, he might truly after a while brook
no contradiction upon the subject, but that would be merely because
he was drunk with this kind of wine. While he proceeded with his
indulgence and neglected his true progress, which is always dependent
upon his purity of motive and conquest of his known or ascertainable
defects, nature went on accumulating the store of illusory appearances
with which he satiated himself.

It is certain that any student who devotes himself to these astral
happenings will see them increase. But were our whole life devoted
to and rewarded by an enormous succession of phenomena, it is also
equally certain that the casting off of the body would be the end of all
that sort of experience, without our having added really anything to
our stock of true knowledge.

The astral plane, which is the same as that of our psychic senses,
is as full of strange sights and sounds as an untrodden South American
forest, and has to be well understood before the student can stay
there long without danger. While we can overcome the dangers of a
forest by the use of human inventions, whose entire object is the
physical destruction of the noxious things encountered there, we have
no such aids when treading the astral labyrinth. We may be physically
brave and say that no fear can enter into us, but no untrained or
merely curious seeker is able to say just what effect will result to his
outer   senses  from the  attack  or  influence encountered by the
psychical senses.

And the person who revolves selfishly around himself as a center
is in greater danger of delusion than any one else, for he has not the
assistance that comes from being united in thought with all other
sincere seekers. One may stand in a dark house where none of the
objects can be distinguished and quite plainly see all that is illuminated

outside; in the same way we can see from out of the blackness of our
own house—our hearts—the objects now and then illuminated outside
by the astral light; but we gain nothing. We must first dispel the inner
darkness before trying to see into the darkness without; we must
know ourselves before knowing things extraneous to ourselves.

This is not the road that seems easiest to students. Most of them
find it far pleasanter and, as they think, faster work, to look on all
these outside allurements, and to cultivate all psychic senses, to the
exclusion of real spiritual work.

The true road is plain and easy to find, it is so easy that very many
would-be students miss it because they cannot believe it to be so
simple.

“The way lies through the heart”;
Ask there and wander not;
Knock loud, nor hesitate
Because at first the sounds
Reverberating, seem to mock thee.
Nor, when the door swings wide,
Revealing shadows black as night,
Must thou recoil.
Within, the Master’s messengers
Have waited patiently:
That Master is Thyself!

Path, October, 1887

ASTRAL INTOXICATION
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A  GERMAN  MYSTIC’S  TEACHINGS

IN the last three numbers of the PATH we have given a story
by the German Mystic Kernning of the experiences of a
sensitive.    The story is called advisedly “From Sensitive to

Initiate.”    We did not think that it was intended to show what the
final initiation is, but only one of the many initiations we have to undergo
in our passage through matter.    The trials of Caroline illustrate those
we all have,  whether we know  them as such or not.    She had a
presence to annoy her;   we, although not sensitive as she was, have
within us influences and potential presences that affect us just as
much; they cause us to have bias this way or that, to be at times
clouded in our estimate of what is the true course or the true view to
take, and, like her, so long as we do not recognise the cause of the
clouds,  we will be unable to dissipate them.    But  Kernning was a
theosophist, and one of those men who knew the truth in theory and
at the same time were able to make a practical application of what
they knew.    There are many cases today in which sensitive people
do just what Caroline did and have “presences” to annoy them; but
how many of our theosophists or spiritualists would be able to cast
the supposed obsesser out, as Mohrland did in the story?    They can
be counted on one hand.    The simplicity with which Kernning wrote
should not blind us to the value of his work.    In the preceding articles
by him which we have from time to time given, there is much to be
learned by those who look below the surface.    We therefore add the
following as a note to the last story in order to try to show its theosophic
meaning.

The conversation about “Mantrams” between the Sage and the
Student  in the PATH for August involves an occult truth so important
that it is worth while to recall that the power of mantrams is recognized
by the school of German occultists represented by Kernning. Readers

of the PATH who have attentively read “Some teachings of a German
Mystic” have observed that in nearly all instances the pupils achieve
an awakening of their inner self, or the “spiritual rebirth,” by means
of a particular word, a sentence, or perhaps even a letter of the alphabet,
and that, in cases where persons are involuntarily awakened, it is by
continued thinking upon some object or person, as in the case of the
young sailor whose mind was continually dwelling on his absent
sweetheart and was thereby released from the limitations of his own
personality. Caroline Ruppert was aroused by a morbid dwelling on
her disappointment in love and by remorse for her conduct towards
her invalid mother, until these thoughts gained a mantric power over
her, and it required intelligent exercise with other mantrams, given
her by the Adept Mohrland, to restore her self-control and give her a
symmetrical development. Out of a medium, or mere sensitive, she
thus became an initiate, able to control the psychic forces by her own
will. Every hapless “medium” who is obsessed by elementals and
elementaries that make life a torment and who is compelled to do the
bidding of these forces generated by personal vitality, and whose
conflict obscures the true self—like a spring whose waters, finding
no adequate channel, rise to the level of their source and thus drown
it—, has it in his or her power, by intelligent exercise of the will, to
obtain command over what they are now obliged to obey. But, in
doing this, “right motive” must be kept constantly in view; care must
be exercised to keep absolutely free from all mercenary or other
selfish considerations, else one will become a black magician. The
condition known as “mediumship” has been the subject of too much
indiscriminate condemnation; it can be made a blessing as well as a
curse, and the aim should be, not to suppress it, but to develop it in the
right direction. The psychic powers, like all other natural forces, can
be made either a good servant or a terrible master, and, in proportion
to their subtlety as compared with other  forces,  so  much  greater   is
their  power for good or for evil.

In psychic work the power of united endeavor has often been
emphasized, and it is easy to see that the power is developed whether
consciously or unconsciously exercised. Thus, with thousands thinking
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unitedly in one direction, as in the present Theosophical awakening,
they all help each other, lending strength to each other’s will, whether
they are aware of it or not. According to this principle it would seem
that a word used commonly for mantric purposes has a greater potency
over the forces of the spirit, owing to the impression it has made upon
the akasa, than a word not commonly used, for in the case of the
former the user has the aid of the wills of all others who have used it.

In one of his works, “The Freemason,” Kernning gives a good
explanation of the power of mantrams, in replying to the strictures of
a rationalistic critic, who says that such a use of words is made by the
bonzes (yogis) of India, and therefore must be wholly nonsensical!
Says Kernning:

Whoever has a great love for an art or science not only finds delight in
the results, but their very names have a sort of magic power with him.
Whoever feels a love for another person is moved whenever he thinks of
that person or repeats the name of that person. The gambler, in spite of all
the arguments against his infatuation made by others, and often, indeed, by
himself, always beholds dice and cards before his eyes. The drunkard only
needs, in order to be made thirsty, to hear the name of wine. The miser lives
in the vision of his ducats and dollars, the ambitious man upon the insignia
of fame and the plaudits of the multitude, the courtier upon his orders and
titles, and in all these cases, not only are the things themselves concerned,
but the names have become idolized. Now suppose that one should, instead
of swimming in the depths, fill spirit and soul with exalted and divine ideas
and names, can other than most beneficent results follow? Indeed, could a
person be a genuine Christian without the life of Christ, and even his name,
becoming animate in spirit and soul? Therefore there is no nonsensical or
unreasonable practice in this; on the contrary, every one should be made
aware of this simple method, which is founded upon human nature and is
confirmed by experience, that he may attain the means of ennobling his
nature, of directing his energies towards the highest end of his life, and
reaching this end with certainty.

Path, October, 1888

OCCULTISM   FOR  BARTER

ESOTERIC COLLEGES   AND  FALSE  PROPHETS

WHEN Jesus of Nazareth went to the Temple in
Jerusalem he, it is said, drove money changers out of
the courts; and later he said that many false prophets

should arise. For the Christian that temple symbolized the Palace of
God, and the occultist knows that the story really means the driving
out from the heart of all materialistic thought. Jesus, with a prophet’s
eye, saw what has so often come to pass since then,—false prophets
arising on every side, both in and out of the Church that bears his
name.

In the present days no country can boast as ours of having so
many false prophets, who, taking advantage of the popular leaning to
mysticism hang out signs of various kinds, but one and all offering for
sale the things of the spirit.

It is not to magazines or books dealing with these subjects that we
refer, for printing and paper must be paid for when one wants to lay
his ideas before the people. But it is quite a different thing when men
or women offer to sell to the buyer, for money, the knowledge of self
or any mystery in nature pertaining to spiritual things.

In one place we have a man pretending that he is a reincarnation
of Jesus Christ, and in another, one deliberately stating that he is
Gautama Buddha come again in order to correct errors in his
promulgated doctrines. Again, we find astrologers and diviners,
mediums and seers, opening shops wherein they dispense oracles to
the willing, gullible people. One is quite as pernicious as the other, for
the taint of money will corrupt anything.    And those who have means
are  somewhat to blame,  in that they imagine that their money  can
procure them knowledge of the deep, spiritual things of Nature.
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The latest thing in this line is that which began in Boston soon
after the starting there of a magazine called the Esoteric. With that
journal we had no concern, for its founders had a right to use it to
promulgate just as much of truth as they had hold of in the same way
that the PATH gives out its ideas of nature and of man. But in the
beginning, the managers of that magazine let it be understood that
they were, or one of them —to wit, Mr. Hiram Butler—was a
theosophist; or member of the Theosophical Society. An examination
of the records just made shows that he never was a member of that
body.

Not very long ago a bulky book was circulated by this prophet, in
which mysterious statements were made that one Vidya Nyaka
desired to found a College in the U.S. to teach the stockholders (!)
and students all the mysteries, and among others, the power of
acquiring vast wealth, and it was said that after the college was
organized unlimited means would be at its disposal, drawn from the
funds at command of adepts; but, as a preliminary merely, the faithful
must disburse. And disburse they did. We grieve to say that many
theosophists sent in money to this scheme which, on its very face,
boldly showed that it was founded as a means of giving its stockholders
wealth.

The first note was sounded in an alleged “Letter to a Seeker”
published by the Esoteric. This was a fraud which took in theosophists
who do not get acquainted with what is written in out-of-the-way
places. It was a hit at the Theosophical Society and at the Adepts,
pretending that They were cold and dead and selfish, and that only
the Solar Biologists were fitted to help Americans. It exhibited
ignorance when it left the domain of plagiarism. What is plagiarized
from is a book called “The Wisdom of the Adepts,” by Rev. Thomas
Lake Harris, in which he attempted to show that Buddhist Adepts are
systematically trying to subvert Christianity in America, and this “Letter
to a Seeker” took as sub-title, “The Wisdom of the Wise.”    Fragments
are taken,   word for word, from pages 8, 9, 319, 249, 371, 248, 249, of
Harris’s book, and used to construct this letter in the Esoteric and
signed Nemo. If Rev. Harris did not write it, then it was stolen from

him; or, if he did, then the Esoteric is a secret organ for a Christian
sect which is anti-theosophical, while it outwardly professes theosophy.
Either of these alternatives is equally damaging.

The second note was a loud one on a brass bugle heralding the
founding of the Esoteric College, as the direct outcome of the efforts
of the magazine, with Mr. Butler at the head of it, and Vidya Nyaka in
the mysterious distance with a medley of nonsensical letters at the
end of his name. The real name of Vidya N. is Ohmart, and he is
known to many men in Boston who experienced his wiles before
Butler joined hands with him. Before that, Ohmart was satisfied to
deal with men on pure business principles, but when he combined
with Butler he played upon the credulity of the mystically inclined
people who sincerely desired to know the things of the spirit and
foolishly thought that the great pretensions of this pair hid great
knowledge and wisdom.

It all speedily ended with a frightful expose in the N. Y. World,
Boston Globe and Herald, and Philadelphia Inquirer. The worst
of it was that the press mixed the Theosophical Society in it, entirely
without cause but wholly because of Butler’s theosophic claims, and
today hundreds of people think that exposure was an exposure of
humbug on our part. Such are the facts; hear now of the Karma:

Mr. Butler and all his confederates have to some slight extent
injured the Theosophical Society, and the nemesis provided by the
immutable law of Karma will follow him until the full consequence is
felt and compensation made. We do not need sworn zealots to wreak
a vengeance. That will follow, whatever it be, because behind the
Theosophical Society is a mighty power that works by law and by
will, and not by money. No wealth can buy its favor nor avert its care
for its members and for the enemies of the Society. Already material
damages and great  annoyance have come  to  these men  who dared
to sell and buy in the Temple of God. And the same nemesis, but
perhaps with lesser fury, will pursue all those members of the
Theosophical Society who have in their hearts said, “Lo, here is one
who offers at a price that which the Adepts of the Theosophical
Society say can only be obtained through toil and unselfish effort; let

OCCULTISM FOR BARTER
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us go buy of him.” We are sorry for both, but surely lessons must be
learned, and we had thought that the lesson was taught when the
mysterious H. B. of L. invaded our ranks seeking recruits and getting
those who would not try the right way. The end is not yet, the hour
has not struck, but it will arrive. Let us then rely upon Karma and do
our duty.

Path, March, 1889
BOGUS  MAHATMA  MESSAGES

ON November 30th, 1894, I received, from a source I
always respect, this warning: “Look out for anonymous
and bogus ‘occult’ messages to members of the Society.

Both will be sent, as attempts at delusion, as burlesques, and for other
purposes.” On the second of December, at 144 Madison Avenue,
New York, a New York F.T.S. in the presence of Mr. A. Fullerton
handed me a packet. A plate giving the written contents is given
below.

The member’s name is Joseph W. Ganson, a very earnest student.
He said it had fallen into his lap at his Club, the Harvard, or seemed to
fall out of a newspaper he held. The only other person present was a
friend who declared he had • nothing to do with it. The packet is of
yellowish linen paper, looking quite eastern. It was addressed
“Ganson,” and near the address is “a pledge,” Inside was also a half
of a palm-leaf south Indian manuscript with a flower in it.

Mr. Ganson said he did not know whether it was genuine or not,
but could not decide and asked me to tell him. I then said that if a joke
he could take the words to heart, if he chose, for what was good in
them, but that in three days I would decide. On December 5th I gave
him a signed certificate that the message is not genuine and had been
concocted by three persons, and that all genuine objective messages
from the Masters carried with them a peculiar and definite odor which
could not be imitated and which once identified would not be forgotten.
The message was shown to a large number of members at a meeting,
and but few were willing to decide  for or against it, admitting non-
ability save by argument, inference, and appearance. Appearance is
no guide, because this message might have been genuine and still
have the same appearance and contents.
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Mr. W. E. Coleman of San Francisco is also occupying himself in
sending post-cards to many members in all parts signed “Mahatma
E.” with three stars, referring to exposures and scurrilous attacks.
Members may as well know these facts. I invite all to send to me any
and all messages, real or pretended, and I will guarantee to render a
decision according to the fact in each case. Beware not only of bogus
messages but also of anonymous communications.

WILLIAM   Q. JUDGE

Path, January, 1895

CLAIMING  TO  BE JESUS

IN one of the letters written by the Master K.H. and printed
by  Mr. Sinnett  it  is  said  the  world [including  doubtless
East and West] is still superstitious.    That this is true can

hardly be denied,  and  in America   the  appearance  of many who
claim   to be Jesus  and who  thus gain followers,  shows how foolish
and superstitious people yet are.

A man named Teed appeared in New York and is now in some
western city, who said he was Jesus. He had a theory of our living
inside a hollow globe. He induced a wealthy woman to give much
money, and still has followers in his present place.

In Cincinnati a Mrs. Martin declared herself to be the Christ, and
immortal. She gathered believers. But unfortunately in the summer of
this year she died. Her coterie refused to believe in her demise and
kept her body until mortification compelled a burial.

Out in New Mexico, in 1895, a German named Schlatter rises on
the scene and at last says he is the Christ. He is one who takes no
money, eats but little, and it is said he cures many of their diseases. At
any rate great excitement arose about him and hundreds came to be
cured. He then went to Denver, a larger city, and is still there posing
as Jesus and claiming that his cures constitute the proof. And there
are others scattered about; those cited are merely examples.

The posing of these claimants is due to partial insanity and to
vanity.    They do not like to pretend to be anything less than God. But
their having followers shows how far superstitipus and gullable other
people are. Theosophists will doubtless laugh at both. But are we so
free from the same defect? Has that folly exhibited itself or not among
us, though perhaps under a different name? What of that “superstition”
which sees in every dark-skinned Hindu either an Adept or a teacher,
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or at least a high disciple of some Yogi through whom occult favors
may be had? Why it is known that this nonsense went so far in one
case that the adorer devoted large sums of money to the crafty young
fellow who posed as “just a little less than a Mahatma.” We are not
quite clear of the beam we have seen in the eyes of others.

A safe rule will be that those who say they are Jesus or the
equivalent of Christ, are not so, and instead of either following them
or looking about for wonderful beings we will follow the ancient saying:
“Man, know thyself.”

WILLIAM  BREHON

Path, November, 1895

GIVE  US  ONE  FACT

SINCE last I wrote for THE PATH, the most distinct call I
have heard from many students in the West is found in the
cry: “Give us one fact!”

They have acquired the desire to know the truth, but have lingered
still around the market places of earth and the halls of those scientific
leaders of the blind who are the prophets of materialism. They say
that some “scientific” men, while talking of Theosophy, have asked
why the Masters have not “given us one fact on which we may begin
and from which a conclusion might be reached” ; and they—these
students— most earnestly ask for that fact for themselves, even though
they shall conceal it from the very men who have formulated the
question.

Poor children. What are the facts ye desire? Is it some astounding
thaumaturgical exhibitions that shall leave no room for doubt? If so,
please say whether the feat is to be performed in the sight of thousands,
or only in the presence of one postulant and his select circle? If the
last, then ye are self-convicted of a desire to retain unto yourselves
what belongeth to many. Or perhaps ye wish a statement of fact. But
that would of course have to be supported by authority, and we, poor
wanderers, have no force of authority in science or art; statements of
facts coming from us would therefore be useless to you.

And I must tell you in confidence, as the messengers have before
this been directed to do and have not failed therein, that an exhibition
of thaumaturgical skill in the presence of a multitude would subvert
the very ends the perfected men have in view. Suppose that some of
those who know were now to appear in the busy hum of American
life,  where the total ,sum of objects appears,  at this distance,  to be
the gain of wealth, and like the two young princes of Buddha’s time
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were to rise in the air unaided and there emit sheets of fire alternately
from their heads and feet, or were to rise again and float off to a
distance in plain sight of all;  would that fact  demonstrate anything to
you?   Perhaps in the breasts of some aspiring students might spring
up the desire to acquire the power to do likewise. But pause and tell
me  what  would  the many  do  to  whom such things are myths?    I
will tell you.    Some would  admit the possibility of a genuine
phenomenon,   seeking ways and means to do it too,   so that they
might exhibit  it for  an admission price.    Others,   and including your
scientific fact-seekers, would begin by denying its truth,  by ascribing
it to delusion,   and by charging those who did it,  no matter how really
spiritual those were,  with deliberate  fraud  and  imposture,   while  a
certain section would deny the very happening of the matter and falsify
the eye-knowledge of hundreds.1    Still  others would say “It is a
God”!  or—”It is a devil,” with consequence to correspond. No,
friends,  the true teachers do not begin by laying the foundations for
greater error and more fast-bound superstition than those we are
trying to destroy.

Then I must tell you in all seriousness and truth that statements of
the facts you really wish have been over and over again made in
many places, books, and times. Not alone are they to be found in your
new theosophical literature, but in that of older times. In every year
for centuries past these facts have been given out,—even in English.
They were told in the days of the German and English Alchemists,
and by the Cabal-ists. But greed and wrong motive have ever formed
the self-constructed barriers and obscurers.

The Alchemists of the pure school spoke of the gold they could
make by means of their powders, and the salt, together with their
mercury; and the Cabalists said that by pronouncing Jehovah’s name
not only was the gold formed,  but power obtained in all worlds. Very
true these statements. Are they not statements of fact? Did they
satisfy the mass of seekers? So far from that, the result was to lead
them into error. Many patiently sought for the powder and the proper

combination of the salt or sulphur and mercury, so that they might
make worthless gold metal, which today is exchangeable and tomorrow
is useless, and which never could give peace of mind or open the door
of the future. Then others went by themselves and tried various
modulations of sound in pronouncing the supposed name of their Mighty
God, until they today have some two-score sorts. What purblind
ignorance this, for God is God and has not changed with the rise and
fall of empires or the disappearance of languages; his name was once
a different sound in ancient Egypt or India, in Lemuria, Atlantis or
Co-pan. Where, then, are those many sounds of His Holy Name, or
has that been altered?

“But where,” ye say, “is the fact in the pronunciation of the name
of God?” The answer is by asking “What and who is God?” He is the
All; the earth, the sky, the stars in it; the heart of man; the elemental
and organic world; the kingdoms of the universe; the realm of sound
and the formless void. Is not the pronunciation of that Name to consist
therefore in Becoming all those kingdoms, realms, and power, focussing
in yourself the entire essence of them, each and all at once! Is this to
be done by breathing forth “Jehovah” in one or many forms? You
easily see it is not. And your minds will carry you on the next step to
admit that before you can do this you must have passed through every
one of those kingdoms, retaining perfect knowledge and memory of
each, commander of each, before you can attempt the pronunciation
of the whole. Is this a small task? Is it not the task Karma has set
before you, compelling you like children to repeat parts of the word in
the varied experiences of repeated lives spent on earth, bringing you
back to the lesson until it is well learned?

And so we are brought to ourselves. Our Aryan ancestors have
made the declaration, repeated by thousands since, that each man is
himself a little universe.    Through him pass all the threads of energy
that ramify to all the worlds, and where any one of those lines crosses
him is the door to the kingdom to which that thread belongs. Listen to
the Chandogya Upani-shad:

There is this city of Brahman—the body—and in it the palace, the
small lotus of the heart, and in it that small ether. Both heaven and earth are
contained within it, both fire and air, both sun and moon, both lightning and

GIVE US ONE FACT

    1 We can  agree with the writer, as we have seen just as wonderful things done by H.P. Blavatsky and

next day heard accusations of fraud against her and charges of credulity against those who had seen.-

[ED.]
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stars; and whatever there is of the Self here in the world, and whatever has
been or will be, all that is contained within it.

Vain it is to make search without. No knowledge will reach you
from anywhere but this small lotus of the heart. Just now ye are
binding it so that it cannot burst open. It is with the delusions of the
mind ye bind it in a knot. That knot ye must break. Break loose from
scholastic error, make of your minds a still and placid surface on
which the Lord of the palace in the heart can reflect pictures of Truth,
become as little children who are not hindered by preconceptions,
and ye will have knowledge.

The only fact I have to offer you is—YOURSELVES.

NILAKANT

Path, March, 1888


